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Modern 30 line
aluminium

POINT 
BENDING

Modern 30 profiles can be spot bent with 
a radius of 30 cm horizontally

WAVE SYSTEM

For profile Modern 30 we can use the wave 
system - details in section no. 16

ARC BENDING

Modern 30 profiles be bent horizontally 
with a radius of min. 300 cm

SHUTTERS 
TENSIONER

Modern 30 profile can be used as a tensioner for 
roller and Roman blinds

ŚCIANA
JAPOŃSKA

For Modern 30 profiles we can use the 
Japanese wall system - details in section no. 
16

Modern 30 are curtain rails with a modern, simple shape, made of aluminum. These are rail 
profiles that let you to move the fabrics along the entire length of the curtain rail, regardless 
of its length. We can use the wave system for the Modern 30 profile. The curtain rail can be 
mounted on single and double wall brackets and on the ceiling bracket, directly to the ceiling. 
The Modern 30 profile is adapted to be used as a tensioner for roller and Roman roller 
shutters.

POLISH 
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black white inox



Modern 25 line
aluminium

POINT 
BENDING

Modern 25 profiles can be spot bent with 
a radius of 30 cm horizontally

WAVE SYSTEM

For profile Modern 25 we can use the wave 
system - details in section no. 16

ARC BENDING

Modern 25 profiles be bent horizontally 
with a radius of min. 300 cm

STRING SYSTEM

For profile  Modern 25 we can use a string 
system up to a length of 600 cm with a tensioner. 
Exposing the fabric - with a curtain or to one side. 
Details in section no. 16

ANGLE 
CONNECT

For Modern 25 profiles we have the 
adjustable angle connectors.

ŚCIANA
JAPOŃSKA

For Modern 25 profiles we can use the Japanese 
wall system - details in section no. 16

SHUTTERS 
INSTALL.

For Modern 25 profiles we can install 
Roman blinds mechanisms - details in 
section no. 8

Modern 25 are curtain rails with a modern, simple shape, made of aluminum. These are 
rail profiles that allow the fabrics to be moved under the brackets along the entire length of 
the curtain rod. A string system can be mounted to the Modern 25 profile, which makes 
it possible to control the fabric from one place, very useful for people with disabilities. 
 
We can use the wave system in the Modern 25 curtain rail. The curtain rail can be mounted 
on both wall brackets (single and double) as well as on ceiling bracket without any gap between 
the rail and the ceiling. The variety of hooks and buckles allows you to mount all kinds of 
decorations, including flexes.

POLISH 
PRODUCT

black white inox
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Name No. - Type

SINGLE BRACKET Modern 30
Base 40x60 mm 457202 - black (aluminium)
L = 80, 120, 160 mm 657202 - white (aluminium)

857202 - inox (aluminium)

DOUBLE BRACKET Modern 30
Base 40x60 mm 457224 - black (aluminium)
L = 80, 120 mm 657224 - white (aluminium)
S = 80 mm 857224 - inox (aluminium)

DIRECT HANDLE ASSEMBLY FOR CEILING
450527 - black (aluminium)

650527 - white (aluminium)

850527 - inox (aluminium)

C END-PIECE Modern 30
D = 10 mm 457210 - black (aluminium)

657210 - white (aluminium)

857210 - inox (aluminium)

CONNECTOR Modern 30
857514 - inox (aluminium)

PROFILE Modern 30*
Profile 30x13 mm 457524 - black (aluminium)

L = 150, 175, 200, 250, 300*, 350*, 
400*, 600* mm

657524 - white (aluminium)

857524 - inox (aluminium)
* additional transport costs. Maximum distance between brackets is 200 cm.

PROFILE BENT Modern 30
Minimum bend radius - 300 cm. 457524 - black (aluminium)
Bends are individually priced 
according to the provided template or 
H and C dimensions, if the arc is along 
the radius of the circle.
Horizontal bending.

657524 - white (aluminium)

857524 - inox (aluminium)

Price of the profile with the service.

Additional transport costs.

* - Details on request. No refunds or exchanges.
* - M30 profile can be used as  a tensioner for roller and Roman blinds
L - distance of the first profile from the wall / ceiling, S - distance between profiles/rails
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Modern 30   

Name No. - Type

POINT BENDING OF THE PROFILE Modern 30
Minimum bend radius - 30 cm.

Price of bending service. Profile price 
should be added to the service.
Horizontal bending.

Additional transport costs.

On one profile Modern 30 we 
make a maximum of 2 bends.

BUCKLE WITH SLIDE                                         
Packed in 50 pcs. 51507 - white
plastic 52507 - black

HOOK WITH SLIDE FOR RAIL       
Packed in 50 pcs. 51507/Z - white
plastic 52507/Z - black
* For string systems, we recommend a closed hook with a slide and a snail hook.

This makes it easier to remove the fabric without disassembling the string system.

SLIDE H1 and SNAIL HOOK - see p. 5.4, items 2 and 3.

WAVE SYSTEM
more information in section no. 16

COMPLETE WAVE SYSTEM WITH ROUND SLIDE 60 mm and 80 mm
60  Packed in 25 m. 53651/60

80  Packed in 25 m. 53651/80

60  Packed in 50 m. 53652/60

80  Packed in 50 m. 53652/80

60  Packed in 100 m. 53653/60

80  Packed in 100 m. 53653/80
                                                    Complex wave systems packed in 25m are available (additional 10% to the price).

COMPLETE WAVE SYSTEM WITH H1 SLIDE 60 mm and 80 mm
60  Packed in 25 m. 53654/60

80  Packed in 25 m. 53654/80

60  Packed in 50 m. 53655/60

80  Packed in 50 m. 53655/80

60  Packed in 100 m. 53656/60

80  Packed in 100 m. 53656/80
                                                      Complex wave systems packed in 25m are available (no additional fee).

* - Details on request. No refunds or exchanges.
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Name No. - Type

SINGLE BRACKET Modern 25
Base 40x60 mm 455202 - black (aluminium)
L = 80, 120, 160 mm 655202 - white (aluminium)

855202 - inox (aluminium)

DOUBLE BRACKET Modern 25
Base 40x60 mm 455224 - black (aluminium)
L = 80, 120 mm 655224 - white (aluminium)
S = 80 mm 855224 - inox (aluminium)

DIRECT HANDLE ASSEMBLY FOR CEILING Modern 25   
packed in 10 szt. 456526 - black (plastic)       
plastic 656526 - white (plastic)         

856526 - inox (plastic)         

PROFILE CONNECTOR Modern 25
L = 70 mm 855514 - inox (aluminium)

C END-PIECE Modern 25
D = 10 mm 455210 - black (aluminium)

655210 - white (aluminium)

855210 - inox (aluminium)

END-PIECE RECTANGLE Modern 25
D = 45 mm 455216 - black (aluminium)

655216 - white (aluminium)

855216 - inox (aluminium)

STRING SYSTEM WITH Modern 25 TENSIONER*
455884 - black (aluminium)

655884 - white (aluminium)

855884 - inox (aluminium)

More information in section no. 16

* - when ordering a string system, we provide: length of the curtain rail, sliding (left to right, right to left or curtain), position of 
the string (right or left) and length of the string overhang above 160 cm 

L - distance of the first profile from the wall / ceiling, S - distance between profiles/rails

L
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Name No. - Type

PROFILE Modern 25
Profile 20x25 mm 455524 - black (aluminium)

L = 150, 175, 200, 250, 300*, 350*, 
400*, 600* mm

655524 - white (aluminium)

855524 - inox (aluminium)
* additional transport costs. Maximum distance between brackets is 180 cm.

PROFILE BENT Modern 25
Minimum bend radius - 300 cm. 455524 - black (aluminium)
Bends are individually priced 
according to the provided template or 
H and C dimensions, if the arc is along 
the radius of the circle.
Horizontal bending.

655524 - white (aluminium)

855524 - inox (aluminium)

Price of the profile with the service.

Additional transport costs.

POINT BENDING OF THE PROFILE Modern 25
Minimum bend radius - 30 cm.

Horizontal bending. 
Price of bending service. Profile price 
should be added to the service.

Additional transport costs.

On one profile Modern 25 we 
make a maximum of 2 bends.

WAVE SYSTEM
more information in section no. 16

COMPLETE WAVE SYSTEM WITH ROUND SLIDE 60 mm and 80 mm
60  Packed in 25 m. 53651/60

80  Packed in 25 m. 53651/80

60  Packed in 50 m. 53652/60

80  Packed in 50 m. 53652/80

60  Packed in 100 m. 53653/60

80  Packed in 100 m. 53653/80
                                                    Complex wave systems packed in 25m are available (additional 10% to the price).

COMPLETE WAVE SYSTEM WITH H1 SLIDE 60 mm and 80 mm
60  Packed in 25 m. 53654/60

80  Packed in 25 m. 53654/80

60  Packed in 50 m. 53655/60

80  Packed in 50 m. 53655/80

60  Packed in 100 m. 53656/60

80  Packed in 100 m. 53656/80
                                                      Complex wave systems packed in 25m are available (no additional fee).

* - Details on request. No refunds or exchanges.
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STRING SYSTEMS
more information in section no. 16

SINGLE CURTAIN RAIL Modern 25 rail 
with a string system with an aluminum tensioner

Length (cm) 150 175 200 250 300 350 400 450 600

The standard length of the steering string is 150 cm. Different length - please indicate in the order.

DOUBLE CURTAIN RAIL Modern 25 rail / Modern 25 rail 
with a string system with an aluminum tensioner

Length (cm) 150 175 200 250 300 350 400 450 600

      In a double curtain rail, the string system is priced on one rail. 
The standard length of the steering string is 150 cm. Different length - please indicate in the order.

See also:
String system for • Techno 20 - p. 16.11 
String system for • Techno 30 - p. 16.8
String system for • ZS - section No. 16


